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Problem 
The relationship between individual perforaance and group perl or-
mance has long been a topic of interest to both sociologists and social psycho-
logists (Bonner, 19S9). Experimenters have been interested 1n defining rela-
tionships between individual products and group products and formulating expla-
nations where differences do occur. The purpose of this study is to define 
and analyze differences between individual and group performance in problem 
solving and to examine a model which purports to explain these differences. 
One of the flrst important studies in this area tas that of Watson 
(1928) • Ad hoc groups of college students were given the task of making shor-
--
ter words from a longer word in a specified tise. Tbe subjects first worked 
~. individuals, then groups, and finally individuals. The group product was 
superior to the individual product in teras of number of words foraed. However, 
~hen the performances dutina the individual testing condition were summated, 
ithe resulting "concocted group" score was significantly higher than the average 
I!!! ~ group score. This superiority suggested that the ad hoc groups wasted 
--
~ome of ,he individual's talent and ability even though ad hoc groups were 
--
~uperior to the average individual. In a fOllow-up study, Watson (1929) In-
~estigated differences between groups and individuals on nine different tasks • 
• ach taSk had three equivalent forms. The subjects worked first as individuals, 
~hen in~~ groups, and finally as individuals. While group performance ex-
ceeded the average individual performance, an average of one third of the indi-
vidual. were superior to their groups. In addition, the differences between 
~verage individual performance and group performance on lome of the tasks were 
~ery small and insignificant. The results indicate that difference. between 
group and individual performance are due, .0 a certain extentf to the nature 
of the task involved, 
Shaw (1932) studied individuals and groups in the rational solution 
of complex problems. College students were assigned to work as either indivt-
duals or groups, Two classes of problems were used - mathematical puzzles 
("eureka" type problems) whose solutions were verifiable and problems whose 
correct answer was arbitrary. The groups again performed better than the in-
dividuala. Shaw attributed this to the rejection of incorrect solutions by 
the groups and also by checks against error. However, many criticisms of 
Shaw's handling of the data have arisen in the literature (I.e., Marquardt, 
19"). Although a significant difference in terms of percentages of correct 
solution was found, this group superiority rests on only eight solutions by 
groups in contrast with five by individuals. Marquardt (1955) replicated 
Shaw's study and obtained essentially the same results. However, Marquardt's 
method of analysis, which differed fraa Shaw's, indicated the individual's to 
be slightly superior to the groups. 
Thorndike (1938) advances the hypothesis that as the range of respon-
ses increased, the superiority of the group over individuals increased. In 
four tasks given to college students, the results were in the hypothesized 
direction. This study supports Watsonfs argument that the nature of the task 
is a determinant of group and individual performance. 
T~ above cited studies are classics in this area of experimentation 
and point out some of the major variables. The type of group studied is an 
important consideration. Differences between ad hoc and "concocted" groups 
--
have already been pointed out. Many other types of groups are also possible 
(Lorge, 19'8). The type of task has been demonstrated as an important vari-
able. Bureka problaa. and problems with no correct answer (Maier, 19'0), .s 
well as other tasks such as judgment (Gordon, 1923), learning (Gurnee, 1937. 
Zeleny, 1940), memory (Permutter and de Montmollin, 1952) must be distinguished 
Finally, group size seems related to the problem (Thomas and Fink, 1963). The 
dependent variable (s) employed also merit consideration, but this will be 
discussed later. 
This study will focus upon the solution of rational complex problems 
by ad hoc groups and individuals. In general, subject to the considerations 
--
mentioned above, small groups solve problems more quickly and more surely thanl 
individuals from the same population (Faust, 1959; Husband, 1940; Lorge, Fox, 
Davitz, and Brenner, 1958; Lorge and Solomon, 1955; Marquardt, 1955; Shaw, 
1932; Taylor and Faust, 1952; Thorndike, 1938; Watson, 1928). However, two 
points present some difficulty -- the dependent variable used to measure per-
formance and the explanation for differences obtained. 
Regarding the first point, Thomas and Fink (1963) point out that four 
classes of dependent variables are employed: quality of performance, speed, 
efficiency, and productivity. It is interesting to note that in 1958 Lorge 
et al. state, "In problem solving, few experimental stUdies contrast the 
quality of solutions by groups and individuals." 
The quality of group problem solving was studied by Taylor and Faust 
(1952) • In the t·twenty questions·' game the number of questions asked was em-
ployed as a dependent variable. Timmons (1942) used the ranking by experts 
of solutions to pro~em9 with no verifiable answer. Taylor and Faust (1952) 
also measured time to solution and found groups quicker than individuals. In 
terms of efficiency (man minutes of labor) individuals are superior to groups. 
Gibb (1951) and Watson (1928) found productivity (number of correct units pro-
duced in a given time period) positively correlated with group size. In sum-
marizing group performance researeh as a whole, Thaaa. and Pink (1963) state: 
tt ••• it appears that both quality of performance and group 
productivity were positively correlated with group size 
under some eonditions, and under no conditions were 
smaller groupe superior. In eontrast, measures of speed 
showed no differences or else favored the smaller groups." 
If time or combinations of measures including time are dismissed, 
only the eorreet answer, number of questions, and judged quality of perfor-
mance remains as dependent variables in the problem solving studies cited. 
This study utilizes the eorrect answer and n~er of questions as dependent 
variables, but in add1tion, uses the atrategy followed in attempting to solve 
a problem. That 1s, not onJy is the final product used as a dependent vari-
able, but also the procelS followed in producing this final product. 
Dr. B.3.A. limoldi has developed both experimental teehniques and 
methods of analysis which he has used to study menlal processes in eomplex 
problem solving (Rtmoldi, 1955; Rtao1dl, 1960). The ch1ef as.umption made 
is that problem solving processes cannot be charaeterized only by the final 
answer, i.e. a final solution i8 correct or incorrect. This assumption bas 
been tested in a wide variety of studies (Rtmoldi, Devane, 19611 Rt-oldt, 
Haley, Fogliatto, 1962). 
To experimentally isolate ,hought processes from final answers, a 
particular methodology was developed. Subjects are presented with proble.-
for which they have insufficient information to solve. They are also able to 
seleet questions that they want answered in order to acquiee the necessary 
information to solve the problem. The particular questions a.ked and their 
sequence is ealled a tactic. A tactic is considered to be representative of 
the thought process followed by a particular subject. Thus, both lbe process 
and the solution to a particular problem can be expertmentally charact.~tzed. 
A number of procedures have been developed to characterize tactics (R~oldi, 
Pol~iatto, Erdmann, Donnelly, 1964; Rimoldl, Polliatto, Haley, Reyes, Erdmann, 
Zachar!a, 1962). These methods are based, in general, upon the comparison of 
tactics among individuals (group norms) or the comparison of tactics with the 
logical structure of the problem (schema norms). 
Problems may be constructed of varying degrees of logical complexity. 
The questions available to the subjects can be constructed to fit the logical 
structure of the problem. Addttional questions can be constructed which are 
extraneous to the structure of the probl~. The sequence of questions asked 
by a particular subject can be evaluated in terms of its approximation to the 
logical stureture of the problem. This method permits using tactics (evalua-
ted in terms of the structure of the problem) along with the final solution 
as a dependent variable for studying differences between individuals and group. 
in complex problem solving. The differences between individuals and groups in 
terms of cQllitlve activity then can be specified. 
A number of factors have been advauea to explain the superiority of 
groups over individuals. Shaw (1932) had attributed the superiority of groups 
to p.sit1ve personal interaction. Lorge and Solomon (1955) advanced a pooling 
of ability model which attempts to explain differences between individuals and 
groups solely by the members' ability, without making recourse to such con-
cepts as "group facilitation" or "interference between group members." The 
Lorge-Solomon model assumes that group performance in problem solving can be 
predicted from the performance of individuals alone. No ttgroup effects" need 
be postulated. Its basic assumption is that when at least one member of a 
group obtains the correct answer to the problem all other members of the group 
will adopt the answer. In its most simple form, the model may be expressed as 
-G-
where 
Pac • probability of group arriving at correct answer 
PI. probability of an individual arriving at a correct answer 
n • number of people in the group 
Thus two parameter., PI and n are the lole determinants of khe IUC-
cess of the group. 
A stage model was allo developed by Lorge and Soloaon to improve the 
fit of the model with experimental data. This model assumes that several 
.tep. or stages must be accompli.hed before a problem can __ solved. The 
.tage model may be expre.led as: 
where 
Pac • (1 - (1 - PIl)n) (1 - (1 - PI2)n) ••• (1 - (1 - PIS)n) 
Poe • probability that the group solve. the problem 
PIl • probability of an individual solving a part~cu1ar atage 
S • number of stages 
n • number of individuals in the group 
The model has been tested (Hoppe, 1962. Davis and ReatIe, 1962) with 
mixed results. The principal difficulty is in the estimation of S. Estimates 
of stages by subjects and a model based upon time to solution have been used 
(Restle,and Davis, 1963) but no direct estimation of the stages involved in 
a particular problem has yet been developed. 
Dr. Rimoldi's problema provide an experimental definition of the 
steps or slages hypothesized in the lorge.Solomon model--t~e questions that 
must be asked in order to obtain the correct solution. Sinee these questions 
-~-
are based upon the logical structure of the problem, their us. as a definition 
of stages seems justified. Thus the asking of the successive questions logi-
cally nee.ed to arrive at a solution can.e viewed a. the progression from 
stage to stage to the solution of • problem abat the model hypothesizes. 
Meaaureaent. can t~en be taken concerning this progre.sion for both groups and 
individuals. PIS can be estimated from data obtained from individuals solving 
problems alone. Thul, PII would be the probability of an individual asking 
the first question required for the solution of the problem. Pac can then be 
est~ated and compared with experimentally obtained values from groups. 
To summarize, most studies have indicated that groups are superior to 
individuals in .olving rational probl.... However, the analy.i. of this super-
iority has been chiefly restircted toofinal answers. Dr. aimold1's technique, 
because it foca.e. upon the process followed in reaching an answer, provides 
a way of delineating differences occuring in cognitive activity before the 
final answer is reached. In addition, it provides a means of evaluating one 
explanation for the differences usually obtained between individuals and 
group •• 
METHOD 
Subjects 
The subjects were 200 male volunteers from introductor, psychology 
courses at Loyola University. Ten three man, five man, and seven man groups, 
respectively, and fifty individuals were tested. Individuals were assigned to 
the various conditions according to their availability for testing at a parti-
cular time. Thus, thirty groups and fifty individuals were tested. 
Materials 
Four problems were utilized - 3lA, Telephone, 42, and 50 (in that 
order). Copies of these problems can be found in the appendix. Problem 3lA 
was used to acquaint the subjects with the procedure to be followed in solving 
the problems. The remaining problems were chosen to represent differing de-
grees of difficulty. Each problem was typed out on a 3" by S" card. Each 
question was likewise typed on a card, with the corresponding answer on the 
reverse side. Each subject tested was given a copy of each problem. 
Procedure 
All of the subjects (both group and individual conditions) were told 
that the experimenter was attempting to determine the difficulty level of some 
ptoblems which he intended to use in future research. This information was 
intended to be neutral with respect to motivation. Problem 31A was then 
passes out and termed a practice problem. The subjects were told that they 
were to solve the problem and the succeeding problems by asking the que*tions 
they desired in order to obtain information in order to come to a solution to 
the problem. The subjects were further instructed to ask as many questions as 
they wanted,tbut not more than were necessary to solve the problem. 
I, 
,,":f --
" 
The groups were, in addition, asked to solve the problems as ,a group, 
that ii, to work on the problems collectively. The were told that, in order 
to ask a que,tion, a majority in the group must be in favor of that particular 
question. In other words, the groups were instructed to vote for the questions 
which they wished to ask. The method of voting and use of group discussion 
was left strictly up to the individual groups. Similarly, a majority in the 
group was required to agree on a final solution before a particular problem 
could be terminated. The above instructions were the only restitctions placed 
upon the groups. 
Kach subject recorded the questions asked, their order. and the finaL 
solution. In the group condition dissenting (from the majority of the group) 
votes for both questions and final solutions were also recorded. While the 
subjects were working on problem 3LA, the experimenter answered questions and 
made certain that they understood the procedure. The subjects then proceeded 
to work problems Telephone, 42, and 50. 
RESULTS 
Besides utilizing the correctness of the final answer, four other de-
pendent variables were employeed - number of questions asked, schema pullinl 
out scores, the relevance ratio, and the appropriateness ratio. 
Methods ~ Scoring Tactics 
The number of questions asked is a Iross measure of problem solvinl 
performance. In general, the fewer questions a'ked indicates a better &rasp 
of the properties of the prabl .. and.a1ciency in proceeding fraa start to 
finish. It should be remembered, however, that each problem has a min1mum 
number oft;questions that must be asked in order to eeach a correct solution. 
Schema pulling out scores are based upon the logical structure of the 
particular problem involved. The first step involved is the construction of a 
schema matrix. Ideal sequences of questions, determined by tl~ logical struc-
ture of the problem, are enumerated. These sequences are then entered as fre-
quenciee in a mattix of questions by order. This table of frequencies i. then 
converted into a table of proportions. Thi. table of proportions i. the sche-
ma matra. To determine a schema pulling out Icore, inelevant (in terms of 
the ideal sequence) questions are eliminated from the subject's tactic. The 
remaining questions are then given values determined by the schema matrix. 
Finally, this sum i, divided by the total number of questions asked. For 
example, assume a sbhema matrix as follows: 
Questions 
4 .5 8 
0 1 .33 
r 2 d .33 
e 
:5 r .33 
1Il0l , 
-10 - .. 
Assuming a subject employs tactic 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 we first eliminate the ir-
relevant questions asked, leaving the sequence 4, .5. The sequence will get a 
schema pulling out score of .33 + .:n or .1.32. This technique is discussed 
.5 
at length by Erdmann (1964). The schema pulling out method, then, provides 
an index to the appraKimation of a subject's tactic to an ideal tactic, as 
determined by the logic of the problem. The schema matrices, along with the 
ideal sequences for each problem are found in the Appendix. 
The relevance ratio is, along with the problem appropriateness ratio, 
akin to the schema pulling out method. A relevant question is a question 
which the subject asks which is in one of the ideal tactics for the problem, 
irrespective of order. The relevance ratio is 8~ply the number of questions 
asked which are is a particular ideal sequence divided by the total number of 
questions asked. This ratio has an upper limit of 1.00. Referring to Figure 
1, assume a subject·s tactic is 8, 5, 4, 9. The relevance ratio for this 
sequence would be .3/4 or • 150. This ratio 1s an index of how a subject's 
perfermance approx~tes no~ the ideal sequence but the ideal questions, ir-
respective of sequence. 
The appropriateness ratio is identleal to the schema pulling out 
seore with the exception that each question in the schema is wlaghted 1.00 
instead of the proportion found in the schema matrix. This is done to equal-
ize the importance of all questions in the ideal sequence (schema). Referring 
again to Figure 1, a tactic of 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 would yield an appropriateness 
ratio of 1.00 + 1.00 or .40. This ratio has an upper l~it of 1.00. It is 
S 
an index of how closely a subject's choice of questions and order of choice 
approx~te the ideal sequence. or taetics. 
The results will be presented in four sections - individuals compared 
with all groups c~ined, coaparison of the different sized group., coapariaon 
of individuals with the different 8ized group., and the fit of the Lorge-Solo-
lIOn model. 
Coaparilon of Individual. ~ Combined Group' 
Table. I through IV present the .eans, .tandard deviationa, and! 
value. of the various performance .. a.ure. for individuals and combined groups 
fDr all four problema administered. The variables contrasted are number of 
questions, .chem. palling our, relevance ratio, and appropriatene •• ratio. 
Table V presents the proportion of correct solutions for iDdividuale and coa. 
bined groups for all ~e probl ... along with tbe x2 values obtained frOM 
coaparina individual. to groups with respect to the number of correct aolutioa.~ 
Coa2arilon~ Different Sized Gr~R. 
Tabl.. VI through IX present tbe meanl and standard deviations of the 
perforaaace meaaurea of the groups accordina to group sl.e. A180 included are 
the P val ... obtained fr .. a one way ana1J.i8 of variaaee for each problem and 
-
each variable. 8ian1ficant difference. between .. ans (utiliziag! teats) are 
also indicated. Pinally, Table X presenta the proportion of aolutions for eacb 
size group for all four problems, along with the chi square.values. 
Comparison!! Individuah and Groups !!!!!! 1, ,1, and 1 
Table. XI through nv present the .eana, standard deviatioU, and r 
-
value. for the performance ...... re. for all fo .. r problema coui4erina the 
various ai.ed Iroups. All differences between means were tested for tbo.e 
variable. where aicnificant ! ratios emerged (p ~.OS) by a one way analysis 
of variance. Table XV liws the proportion of correct solutions and chi 
.quar. valu •• for ell of the various aized ,roup •• 
-(2--
TAaLB I 
Means J Standard DeviatioM J and t val.s of Perforraance 
Meaaure. for Individuals and Combined Groups 
for Proble. 3lA 
PltOBLBM 31A 
oaOUPS (K-30) INDIVIDUALS ("50) 
Mean S.D. t Mean S.D. 
-
Number of fI.stions 3.200 .484 .518 3.289 .835 
Iche .. pulling out .193 , .044 1.1n* .17.2 .055 
" 
Jlelevanee htlo .953 .109 1.541 .897 .173 
Appropriatene.s 
l.atio .842 .255 1.936* .105 .314 
* • p~.10J two talled teat 
"./ ~-
TABLE II 
Means, ItalUiard Deviations, aad.1 val ... of Pel'fOl'llUlIlCe 
MeasUl'e. for Individuals and Combined Groups 
for Telephone Problem 
oaovps ( .. 30) IHDIVIDUA1.8 (»-SO) 
Mean S.D. t Mean S.D. 
-
~l' of questiona S.967 .890 1.786* .5.342 1.744 
Scb.elu. pulling out .089 .048 2.99'1** .0.51 .OSS 
lelevaace llatio .759 .124 3.821** .607 .188 
Appropriateness 
Ratio .462 .26.5 2.78.5'** .269 .299 
* • p~.lO, two tailed test 
** • pL..Ol, two tailed teat 
TABLB III 
Meau, St.aadard Deviations, and t values of Performance 
Meaaure. for Individuals and Combined Groups 
for Probl. 42 
Number of tuastions 
Schema pulling out 
a.elavanca btl0 
Appropriateness 
aatio 
mOBLBH 42 
GIlOUPS ( .. 30) 
Mean S.D. 
4.233 .62' 
.213 
.0" 
.9'9 .101 
.891 .261 
* • p~.OOl, twe tailed teat 
-!~-
t 
-
3.771* 
7.103* 
7.1'1* 
6.811* 
'.lA 
.101 
-'" 
.417 
1."0 
.01) 
.201 
.29' 
TABLE IlL 
Means, Standard Deviation., and.! values of Performance 
Measures for Individuals and Combined Groups 
for Problem 50 
PROILBN SO 
GaOOPS (11-30) 
Meaus S.D. 
Nuaber of questions 4 • .567 
Sahema pullingaalt .140 
ltelevaaee Ratio .659 
Appropriateness 
Ratio .621 
* - p~.10, two tailed eest 
** • pL.. 02, two tailed test 
*** - p ,,-.(n, two tailed test 
1.278 
.039 
.169 
.182 
_ l~_ 
t 
-
2.604** 
1.801* 
1.298 
2.18.5'*** 
INDIVIDUALS (N-'O) 
Mean S.D. 
3.526 1.871 
.1ta .059 
• .594 .231 
.4'9 .274 
Ttl e phone 
42 
so 
* • pL..OS 
** • P L...Ol 
'II" • PL.OOl 
TABLi V 
Proportioa of Solutioaa for all Proble.. for 
Individuals and eo.bined Oroups, 
with eli S4uare Values 
oaoups (Ha30) 
Meaa .olutf.ou 
1.000 
.87 
1.000 
.433 
;. I 
8.189** 
2.2.90*** 
8.189** 
~.011'* 
INDIVIDUALS ( .. .to) 
Meaa .olutions 
.76 
.42 
.76 
.18 
TAlWI VI 
..... , Stanelud Dev1atioDS. aDd r Value. for Perfonaaace 
Meaaurea on Probl .. JlA for GrOUp. of Sbe 3, S"ud ., 
HlOBLEM 3lA 
GaOUP alZi 
,3 5 ., 
Mean S.D. Ke .. S.D. Me .. S.D. r 
-
Nuaber of questions 3.2 .422 3.2 .632 3.2 .422 .000 
Scheu pull iAg out .161 .052 .202 .043 .211 .023 3.25" 
lletevuce llatl0 .9S .105 .96 .12' .95 .105 .026 
Appropriatene.8 
Ratio .a'***.316 .89) .211 .9'0*** .105 3.571** 
* • pL.IO 
** • pL.OS 
*** • Mean Group 8i •• , differ. significantly fro. Mean Group ai.e ., at .05 
level, two tal1e4 te.t 
TABLE VII 
Keena, Standard !levi.ationa, and F Value. for Perfot"ll&A1\ce 
Heas_es on the Telephone Prabl .. for Groups of 
size 3, 5, and 7 
TBLBPBONB PROBL:E)t 
GR.OUP SIZI 
7 
Mean S.D. S.D. Mean S.D. 
Nua_er of que. tiona 6."" .85 5.9 .738 S.J1t .85 
Seheaa pulling out .091 .045 1096 .052 .07' .049 
Relevanee Rat10 .702 .IS3 .791 .145 • 785 .014 
Appropriatenea. 
llatio .417 .250 .501 .289 .410 .214 
* • pL: .0.5 
r 
-
3.714* 
.349 
1.66' 
.30'· 
~ ( 
~~:, 
,~ 
t 
** • J8an group 81ae S differs significantly from Mean group .1 •• 7 at 105 
level (two tailed teat). 
< 
.. 
TABLE VIII 
Means, Stan4ard Deviations, and! Values for Performance 
Heasures on Problem 42 for Groups of size 3, .5, and 7 
PIUlBLIM 42 
CJaOUP S IZI 
3 .5 7 
Hean S.D. S.D. S.D. 
Nuaber of questions 4.4 .9" 4.2 .422 4.1 .:516 
Scbeaa pulling out .214 .07a • .210 .084 .24' .016 
lelevance aatio .931 .143 .960 .084 .980 .063 
Appropriateness 
i.atio .8'. .313 .840 .331 .980 .063 
- 2.0-
., 
-
.7.50 
.825 
.437 
.825 
TABLE IX 
Keans, Standard Deviations, and! Values for Perforraaace 
Measures on Proble. 50 for Groups of s1ze " S, aad 1 
PROBLEM so 
GROUP BIZ! 
3 5 1 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Me ... S.D. 
Number of questions 4.1 1.494 4.1 l.l31 4.5 1.0.59 
Scbaaa fUlling out .139 .038 .1lS .036 .141 .047 
Relevance Ratio .668 .199 .62.5 .108 .681 .196 
Appropriatenes s 
Ratio .601 .188 .608 .138 .65) .226 
io:a· 
! f", 
J 
I.,tll 
.)', 
. .-
.J,t 
.211 
i I. 
TAE..E X 
Pro~tioa of lol~tlona aDd Chi Square Value. for ~oup. 
of aize 3, S, and 7 for the Pour Problems 
'fA1ILE XI 
Means, Standard Deviations, and F Values of Performance 
Measures for Individual. and Groups of .is. 3, " and 
7 for Problem 31A 
PROBLEM 31A 
GROUP SIZE 
1 3 , 7 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. r 
-
Nutnber of 3.289 .83.5 3.2 .422 3.2 .632 3.2 .422 .00 
questions 
Scheu Pll1 .. 
ling out. .112 .0" .167 .0.52 .202 .043 •. Ul ,023 2."9* 
hlevanee 
Ratio .897 .. 173 .9'0 .. 105 .960 .126 _9SO .10' .778 
Appropriatea"s$ 
•• 83b nes. Ratio .10'· .314 .3115 .893 .234 .9'Oab .10S 2.94f* ~ 
* • pL.lO 
** • pL.O' 
a • Hean group aiae 1 differ. significantly from mean group sise 7, 
p £.,. OS (two tailed) 
b • Mean gr •• p ais8 S 4iffera aisnificantly from mean ,roup ,iS8 1, 
P ,.0' (two tailed) 
NmD.HI' of 
que. tiona 
Sell_ p\ll-
ling out 
l.:.".,g 
I. ••• va.ac. 
Ratio 
TAILS XII 
MeaDs, Staadard Deviation. aM r Value. of Perfol'lUllte 
Meaaures for Il'ldividuala and Groupe of 81 •• 3, 5, 
and 7 for the Telepboae Problea 
TILBPllOlB ftOBL 1M 
.. OUP SXU 
1 .3 S , 
Nean S.D. Meaa S.D. Heaa S.D. Mean 
5.J4 1.74 6.5 .85 5.9 .738 5.' 
.051a .0S,a .091 .00,a .196 .052 .019 
.1S07 b .188 .702 .133 .791b .145 .1aSb 
Appropriat.· 
.269c .477c _SGlc ne.. btio 
* • pLo .0' 
** • pL.Ol 
.299 .2S0 .219 .410' 
I.D. .,. 
-
.1. 1.9'0' 
.. * 
."93.154 
."'4 ,.48·'("' 
.174 :a.1O'7· 
a • Meaa iroup ai .. 1 diffel'8 .ipUieantly frOill both ... all group .iz. J u4 
5, P L...05 (two tail.d t •• t> 
b • Mean aroup aize 1 diff.rs aignificaatly frOlll both meaa Iroup abe J aa4 
7. P L .OS (two tailed te.t> 
c • M.aa group siz. 1 differs significantly fraa both maan 'roup size 3 ... 
5, p~.05 (two tailed teat) 
-zt/-
TABLE Xln 
Mean., Standard Deviation., and F Values of PerfDrmance 
Mea.ures for In4ivid .. l. and Group. of Size 3, 5, 
and 7 for Probl.. 42 
PaOBLDf 42 
GaOUP SIZI 
1 3 5 7 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Nean S.D. F 
-
Number of 
4 •• a ** qv.e.tiou 5.51a 1.55 .966 4.2a .422 4.1a .st6 4.625 
Schema pul-
.101b .214b .210b .24,b .016 11.192** line out .(1) .018 .084 
I.e levance 
flatLo .66Sc .201 .931c .14) .960c .084 .9.ec .063 16.116** 
Appropriate-
.41,4 .8544 d .9804 .003 16.100""" ne •• latto • 295 .llS .840 • .337 
*** III pL .01 
a, b, c, d, • Mean group .ize 1 differ. significantly with group size. ), 5, 
and 7, pL:. .05 (two taUed test> 
Number ot 
quelttOll.I 
Scheu pul-
ling out 
Relevance 
latta 
Appropriate. 
ne.. latta 
• • pL..IO 
TABLa XIV 
Means, Standard Deviationa, and F Values ot Pertoraance 
Mealures for Individual. and Groups of Sl.e 5, " 
and 7 for Problem SO 
PflCIJLIK '0 
GaOUP lIZ; 
1 3 , 7 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. ! 
* 3.53 1.87 4.7 1.49 4.7 1.34 4.5 1.06 2.37 
.118 .059 .139 .038 .135 .036 .141 .047 1.148 
.594 .231 .668 .199 .625 .108 .687 .196 .103 
.459 .274 .601 .188 .608 .138 .6'3 .."" .226 2.610 
:sa 
Telephone 
42 
50 
* • pL.Ol 
** • P L...OOl 
TABLE XV 
Proportion of Solutions and Chi Square Values 
for all Problema for all Group Size. 
1 
Mean 
.76 
.42 
.76 
.18 
1.00 
.8 
1.00 
.6 
Gl.OUP BtZE 
J 
Mean 
1.00 
.9 
1.00 
.4 
- 'Z,7-
7 
Mean 
1.00 
.9 
1.00 
.J 
* 8.16 
... 
14.J8 
8.16* 
* 7.26 
ll! Loree.Solomon Model 
The Lor,e-Solomon model hal two forma, the ... called .ingle atage 
lIIodel and the II\Iltl-ata,e model. The siagle stage model can be stated as 
follows: 
p • 1 _ (l ... p )n 
GC I 
where: 
'lia probability of group solution 
P1 • probability of individual solution 
n • size of group 
Table XVI givea the predicted Pac values for all probl ... for all sized groups 
ba.ed upon the e.tt.&te. of PI obtained from the individuala. 
The Lorge-Solomon multi-atage .odel hypothe8ir.es that problems .. y 
have aeveral atase •• each with a different individual probability of solution. 
The multi-.tage model caa be .tated as follows: 
where 
Pac • probability of group solution 
PIS • probability of individual aolution of a particular stage 
n • size of croup 
S • nuaber of atage8 
Two lIethods were used to estimate Pac in the .ulti .... tage model. The 
first .. thod aasUllled that each question in the acheaa (Ideal tactic) repre-
sented. a stage of the problem. Taus, the probabUity that an individual would 
a8k a question in the schema was taken as an estimate of P18; Tables XVII 
through XX pre.ent the probabilities as.ociated with the .sking of each que.-
tieular questions in each schema sequence can be found in the appendix. Table 
XXI gives the predicted PGO val.e. based upon this method. 
The second method employed to estimate Pac in the multi.stage model 
i. identical to the fir.t, .ith the addition of multiplying the Poe value. ob-
tained above by the Poe value. obtained by the single stale model. Thi. pra-
cedure a...... that the nuaber of stage. in a probl .. is equal to the nUBber 
of questLoQa in the schema plus one. That is, the final lolution is telarded 
as the last stage of the problem. The predicted Pac values based on this 
method ia presented in Table XXII. 
In order to examine thes. three set. of predicted Poe values with 
the ob.&tved Poe value., the Kolmogorov=Smirnov one sample te.t (Massey, 19J1) 
was emploved. Table. XXIII through XXV present each set of predlctioDS in 
terma of the obtained values. 
The KolmQlorov-Bairnov test •• s can be noted from the tables, rejects 
the fit of the observed values with the predicted values 1n Problem '0 for both 
single-stage and multi.st ... models. 
TABLI XVI 
Lorge-Solomon Slngle Stage MOGel 
Predicted Pac Value. 
PB.OBl._ 
GROUP 
SIZE 31A Tel. 42 '0 
3 .99 .81 .99 .46 
5 .99 .93 .99 .64 
7 .99 .98 .99 .16 
TAILI XVII 
Individual Probabilities of Questions Selected 
for Problem nA 
'", r 
QUISTICII NUMBIi. 
1 2 3 4 , 6 7 8 9 10 
PI .00 .00 .481 .066 .618 1.00 ,00 .039 .697 .461 
--, 
TAILS XVIU 
Individual Probabilities of Questions Selected 
for the Telephone PToblem 
; , 1. 
QUESTION NUMBER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
PI .724 .066 .724 .224 .716 .. 75 .145 .118 .566 .14.5 .197 .039 .329 .618 .U8 
TAILE XIX 
Individual Probabilities of Questions Selected 
for Problem 42 
QtJESTIOM NUMBEa 
1 2 , 4 J 6 7 8 9 10 
PI .934 .539 .987 .566 .829 .197 .224 .829 .197 .191 
TABLE XX 
Individual Probab11itl~s of Questions Selected 
for Problem 50 
QUESTION NUMBER 
1 2 ,3 4 .5 6 1 8 9 10 
PI .171 .118 .30' .408 .908 .434 .092 .092 .618 • .513 
tABLI XXI 
Lorge-Solomon Multi Stage Model (1) 
Pred1eted PGC Values 
; I e 1 
PlOBLIHS 
OJl.OVP 
SIZE 3lA Tel. 42 SO 
3 .85 .82 .98 .73 
S .95 .97 .99 .92 
7 .98 .99 .99 .97 
TABLE XXII 
Lorge-Solomon MoIti.stage Model (2) 
Predicted Poe Value. 
PROBLEMS 
GaOUP 
SIZB nA Tel. 42 SO 
3 .82 .66 .97 .34 
.5 .94 .90 .98 .59 
7 .99 .97 .98 .74 
*$$ , 
TAILI XXIII 
Slngle Stage Model Predictlons, Ob.erved Valu •• , and Differences 
PIlOBLIMS 
3a Telephone 42 SO 
GllOUP 
SIZI Ob. Pred. D Ob. Prado D Ob. Pred. D Ob. Prado D 
3 I." .99 .01 .80 .81 .01 1.00 .99 .11 .60 .46 .U 
5 1.00 .99 .01 .90 93 .03 1.00 .99 .01 .40 .64 .~ 
"I 1.00 .99 .01 .90 .98 .08 1.00 .99 .. 01 .)0 .76 .4,i 
* • P of D~ .05 
UA 
GaOUP 
TABLI XXIV 
Multi-stage Model (1) p~dietiOD., Observed 
Valu •• , aDd Differenee. 
Telepho.e 42 
8IZ1 Ob. Pred. D Ob. Pred. f) 00. Pred. J) 
• 1.00 .83 .11 .80 .82 .oa 1.00 .9' .02 
J 1.00 .9' .0.5 .90 .91 .07 1.00 .99 .01 
1 1.00 .98 .02 .90 .99 .09 1.00 .99 .01 
'* • P of DL.Ol 
so 
00. Prad. D 
.60 .'7J .1) 
.40 .ta •• a· 
.30 .t1 .,,* 
J • • 
Multi-stag. Model (2) Predictions, Observed 
Valuea, and Differences 
Pl.0Bl.1MS 
31A Telephone 42 50 
GROUP 
SIZI Ob. Pred/ D ab. Pred. D Ob. Pred. D 
1.00 .82 .18 .80 .6' .14 1.00 .97 .0) .0 .iM .2«1 
, 1.00 .94 .0«1 .90 .90 .00 LOO .98 .02 .40 •• , .19 
7 1..00 .99 .01 .90 ,97 1.00 .98 .02 .30 
• • P of DL. .0' 
-DISCUSSION 
In<11 vichaal .!!..:. eo.blned Group. 
The quastion of whet .. r groups or indIvidual. are superior ia problem 
solviua on the.e partieular pTobl... is rather definitely answered by Tablea 
1 through V. The analy.is in tenul of tbe total coabinaU.on of p-oupa wu 
conducted to inve.tigate '1'011 differencea between the two cODdltiona, i841.,_ 
dual and 11'0\11'. 'lb.e iroup. consiste.ly unite. tad. a large .uperlorlt,. to the 
individual. for all performance measur ••• 
In terms of the correctness of final solut1ona (s.a Table V), tha 
group. were .1p.1ficant1y .uped.or to the indi.vUual. for all tbe prob1 .... 
Since all of the prob~ ... employed have .01utions whLch are hi,h1,. verLfL.-l. 
(subject to rational demonstration), tbe results are coaparable to other at84-
.'.ausing this .0 called eureka problem u a task (Shaw, 1932, Dav:f.a an4 ....... 
tIe, 1963). It should a180 be pointed out that the problems employ" evi.-
denced a substantial di.persion of difficulty level a. defined by tha proper-
tion of correct solution. by botb groupa and individual.. '01' problema Ill, 
42, Telephone; and .so, the proportion of individuals reachil\l the corre.t 
solution were .76, .16, .42, and .18 respectively. The rank order c01'1'elat10. 
between theae values and thoa8 of the groups (1.00, 1.00, .81, .4J) i •• 1 .... 
The eli.ffieulty level of the probl.. employed has left ... tbJ.ng to be .. bed 
in pa.t research. Shaw (1932) used _treme1y dUficult prob1.s bavial .. 
individual probability of solution. of .14, .00, awl .09 respectively. o....u 
aa4 ae.tle,(1965) _ployed proolema which were 80mewhat easier, hevial pro-
babiliti •• of solutlOft of .73, .'0, and •• 3 respectively. In any cu., ... 
results of thia 8tUY ia4icate that for eureka-type probl __ , with lavela of 
difficulty varyiag very widely, groupe leDerate aLI_ificantly 50ra oorr ... 
solutions thaa do individual •• 
Differeaees in the tactics .. ployed by croup. and individuale are 
also clearly evidenced (see Tables I through IV). Mean group perfo~aee 
differs s{gnilieaatly from mean individual performance OD all the proDlema for 
scheRa pullin. out, the relevance ratio, and the appropriatene8s ratio. This 
means that UDder all three method. of estimating the apprOXimation of o~.erY8d 
tactics to logieally defined ideal tact.ics, the groups are clearly and 8ipU.-
ficantly superior to the individuals. In the sequence of questions chosen 
in order to reach a fiRal solution to the problems; groups, irregardlesa of 
difficulty level of the proble., utilize tactics which are more logical thaa 
those employed by individuale. Group. are able not 0", to arrive at more 
correct answers than individual., but a180 proceed to do so in a mere logleal 
aanner. These 4ifference. had been previously unspecified in experimental 
etu<lie •• 
The number of questions asked, as a dependent variable, ie somewhat 
more ~i£ficult to interpret. On two of the proplems (50 and TelephODB) t~ 
groupe aske<l more questions than the individuals (p "'"'.10 and .02 re.peetiwly) 
while on problems :sa aneft 42, the group. asked fewer questions (p ~.eol for 
problem 42). This differs from the fiQ<lings of Taylor aDd 'aust (19'2). !hie 
disalreement may be a function of the type of proble. .. ployed. One possible 
explanation is that for the relatively easy problem., groups proceed directly 
and m.ore 1011.0a11y to the correct solutions tbaa do individuals. However, fol' 
aore diffieult problema groups ask more questions beeaus. they ra&oaal •• aDd 
correct fal.e approaches to tbe problem. This reeocaition and re.trueturlac 
<loel not occur to aa great a degree in t_e ease of the individuall, •• evi-
denced by the lower score. their tactiel received. Since, in each of the 
meaaures for the taetics, the denomiaator is always the n.-ber of .~.etloft8 
asked, the groups obtained their higher mean score for tactics by retunial 
to the more logical sequence of questions more often than the individuale it •. 
!he above interpretation can be regarded as an extension ot S~ ide.. a .. 
va!\ced by Thorndike (1938). Thorndike maintained that as the nwnber of alter-
native response, increased, the superiority of groups over indivi4uala became 
more pronounced. In addition, he suggested that elimination of 1B4it14ual 
errors oceured in group situations. As indicated by the data of thb atudy, 
groups are better able to restructure their approa4ll - change that. tactics ... 
when it is realized they are in error. This would a180 ~ply that aro.ps are 
more likely to recognize Buch errors when they occur. Pinally, it 1. 1ndi. 
cated that the need for reRt~turinl is present to a much greater degree in 
diffleult problews t"n in more easy one8. 
Iffec!a !! QrOUI !!!! 
Tables VI through X present the results of an analysis of the .tfect 
of group size upon tac~ics and final aolutions. Here the effects pr •• ent no 
clear pattern, which represents a aUbatantisl agreement with the lLt.cat~e 
in this area. 
In terms of correct final solutions (see Table X) no _!gaifie .. t 41f 
ferences emerged. For problema SlA and 42 all croups arrived at the correct 
.olutions. For the 1IlOre difficult problems (based upon perfortDaac. la the la-
dividual condition> op,..ite relat1.oMhip. "'1',64. Group proportloaot COr-
reet eoluticma for the Telephone probl_ were .8, .9, and .9 for grOll,. of 
sizes 3, 5, and 7 respectively. However, for Probl_ 50, the prQforU ... WI' • 
• 6, .4, and .3 respectively - a ae,ative relationahip between group 81 •• aa4 
correct solutioas. Thi. sUSleats the possibility that, tor difficult ,rObl ... 
~4-o-
group liae IIlAY have a negative influence upon correct 8olutiona. The laek of 
significance between the proportion of correct answers for tbe various sized 
groups disagrees with the findings of Taylor and 'aust (1952). However, this 
lack of difference agrees with the flnding3 of Lorge and Solomon (1959, 1960), 
where no relationship was found between group siae and correctness of the final 
anawer. In addition, for groups of siae seven, there was a decrease 1n the 
proportion of correct solutions for a 3ure~~tyP4 problem. 
'me various meas~r.es of tactics (schema pullin, out, relevaaee ratio. 
and appropriateness ratio) yielded a significant , ratio solely on prObl.m 314 
-
for the appropriateness ratio. The mean of the three man gr~ps differed sil-
nificantly fro. the mean of the 88vdn man groups. Probl .. 3LA indieatee a 
positive relationship between excellence of tactics and group aiae. On the 
Telephone proble.-, the relationahip appears to be c\14vU1near, 'With. sevQU un 
groupe evidencing a decreasing level of taQtical excellence. Problema 42 aad 
SO indicate in gene~al a .light decrease at size of group. S followed by an 
increase for the~geven man groups. Hq~ver, us has been stated, these 41£-
ferencea are not sip:l.fla.at.t. The existence of curvilinear relat:i.oasbi.pa 
existing between quality of performance and group .ize baa bee. found by 
Ziller (19S1), although the task was a judg~ental ona and not probl8Q sol-
ving. 
The number of questione asked remained the same or decreased as a 
function of group e1ze on all four probleu. liGWt,lvtu:, only U". Telephone 
probl_ yielded a d.gnLficant 11 value, with the mean of the three un grou,. 
-
belal sis"Uieantly 1arler than the aeven man grGUps. ThesQ finding$ aII'M 
with tboae of Taylor and Faust (1952). 
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~ndividu.a1s !!.:. Three, !!:.!!., ~ Seven ~ Groues 
After the analysis of gross differences between individuals and 
gr~~ps add the specific examination of differences solely withinggroups, an 
analysis considering individuals and the three diffe1:t:!l1t $i~t!d gruups simul. 
taneously was undertaken (see Tables XI through XV). 
Considering the dim.ension of group aize (with illdividuals being a 
.tgroup" of one), significant chi squ,ari:: l/alul:!I:;j ;:0'& the n1Jll1ber of correct solu-
tions were obtained for all probl~. As has been noted earlier, the differ-
ence. were in the expected direction for all proble~s except 50. Despite the 
relatively poor performances by the five and seven man groups, they were still 
superior to tr~ individual condition. The results obtained in problem 50 are 
Attikingly paralell to results obtained on the BOo-called Tartaglia pr.oblem 
(Lorge and Solomon, 1960), the precise values for sOlutiol1S by inciiviciuals, 
groups of four, and groups of seven being .16, .66, and .46 re.pec~ively. 
As can be seen in Tables XI through XIV, the inclusion of f.n4ivi. 
duals and differenct sized grt)upf.l in tht! ~nalYi:d.8 of variance demoMt.rates 
that while individuals aay differ significantly from group. as a whole, this 
differ.ace does not nec.ssarily extend to particular sizea of croups. How-
ever, with the exception. of probls.m. SlA (wb.ict~ WAS utiU.aed u " \It:,,ctLee 
~roble~, in no case did the evaluation of individual tactics in t.~ of 
ideal .equences equal .1' exceed the evaluation for a particular .i&ed ,TOUp. 
Referring to the evalultion of the tactics, problem SO yielded no 
.iga1ficaat overall differences, while the other three problema did. With 
the exception of the appropriateness ratio on problem 31&, all of these sil-
nificant differences were between the individuals and v8r10ua .1 •• 4 croups. 
All the,e significaDt differenees were in the expected direction, with the 
group. baving better .cor.. than the iadivicilaala. Oa problea 42, aU of tbe 
groups were significantly better than the individuals for the three me as urea 
of excellence of tactics. While specific differences are not alway. siguift-
cant, groups of slzes three, five, and seven, respectively, not only have a 
higher proportion of correct solutions for the problems than individuals, but 
also approximate logically defined ideal tactics more cloaely in the process 
of trying to arrive at a solution. The pattern represented i. remarkably 
clear. 
The number of questions asked again presented a clear pattern. For 
the Telephone problem and problem SO the individuals asked fewer questions 
than each of the groups. Exactly the opposite pattern emerged on problema 
31A and 42, with problem 42 showing significant diU.nnce •• 
Considering the data concerning correct solutions and proce.... as 
a waole, several factors clearly eaerge. With respect to final solution., 
groups are clearly supetior to individuals. Within groups of various slaes, 
the relationship between group siae and correctness of final solution has not 
been significantly d~onstrated. In fact, for same problems <aore difficult 
ones) the relationship may be negative. Groups also proceed significantly 
more 10glca1ly in their attempts to reach the final solution. This .uperior-
tty is present in groups of all three sizes tested. Process, as a variable 
preceeding prodUcts, is also an Lmportant difference between individuals and 
groupe. The superiority of groups over individuals in terms of correet an-
swers may be due to the superior ability of the group to logically 8tructve 
and restructure its tactic. This has not been experimentally demonstrated 
-
heretofore. It 1, suggested that, in the future, a number of different pos-
sibilities may be explored. Groups of different sizes along with prObl ... of 
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different 101ical structure. may be employed. Additional independent vari-
ables can be introduced (i.e. motivation) and measures of social iatereetl.R 
obtained. In this manner, influences upon the groups' structuring and re. 
structuring processes could be assessed. 
l!! Lorge-Solaaon Model 
The Lorge.Solomon model represents an attempt to explain Ira., sUper 
iority by a poolinl of abilities model. The predictions of its two fora. (one 
fora determined by two methods) and the observed values are contained La 
Tables XVI through XXII. The tests of goodness of fit of the various .... 1. 
are given in Tables XXIII through XXV. 
First of all, .ome general comment. are in order. This study repre-
.ents the first time this model has been investigated utilizing probl ... Gover-
ing a full range of difficulty levels. Previous iavestigatore (Lorge ... 
Solomon, 19JJ, Lor,e and S .... on, 19J9, Reatle and Davis, 1963) have typically 
used fairly easy or fairly diffieult problems. The multi-stage model baa 
never been directly tested, although Restle and Davis (1963) used a model 
based on time to solution to estimate the number of stages ln a probl... The 
experimental defiaitlon of S aa eaployed in this study 1s unique. 
The KolmogorovwSmirnov test. which was employed a. a measure of 
goodness of flt, is a non-parametrie test. It D (the largest difference _~ 
tween predicted and observed value,) i8 sufficiently large, the observed val ... 
cannot be considered to be random or chance departures fram the predicted 
values. It should ~lso be remembered that for most tests of goddness of fLt, 
a given .et of ob.erved values may "flt" a number of predicted distrLbution. 
The observed proportions fit both the sinl1e stage model and the 
multi.stage model (both methods of determination) for problema 31A. 42, ... 
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the Telephone problem. Even if t.he level of significance had been let at 
p = .20 (which is as high as publsshed tables go for this test) none of the 
models could have been rejected for the first three probleas. However, both 
the single stage and multi.stage models are rejected for problem JO.. There 
are a number of posaible reasons why this should occur. It is possible t.hat 
as higher values of n are reached the relationship implied by the model does 
not hold. The model (8) 1s not rejected for n • 3 and i. only rejected at 
n • , for multi-stage model one. It is a180 possible that proble. 50 is not, 
strietly speaking, a eureka-type problem. However, this poseiblity is allayed 
by the correspondence of problem 50 (in terms of PI and observed Poe) to the 
Tartaglia problem described by Lorge and Solemon (1960) as a eureka-type pro-
blem. 
The single stale and .ulti-stage models closely approximate each 
other a8 n becomes larger and as PI and PIS DecOlle larger. A.s this happeaa 
Pac rapidly approaQhes a value of 1.00" .. king predicted PGC value., indis-
tinguishable from. one Mdel to aaother. The one probl .. (SO) which IIlOre rig14-
1y tests both aodels was fou.d to be incaapatible with thea. The above result. 
cast doubt over the applieability of the Lorge-Salomaa models over wide range. 
of both n aad PI- Partial support for both Bodels, however. is obtained froa 
problems ~LA, 42, and the TelephoBe problem. In view of the mixed results 1a 
the literature (Hoppe" 1962; Davis and Reatle, 1963) the defiei.nc"- suggest-
ed by this study should be given some attention. 
" 
SUMMAltY 
Many empirical investigations have compared problem solviu.g t. 
groups with individuals, with groups ordinarily proving to be superior with 
respect to the maber of correct solutions. While this superiority u .• ".n 
demonstrated frequently, the quality of behavior before solution has y., to 
be investigated. Dr. H.J.A. Rimold! has originated a technique dealg ... to 
study (on an individual level to the present) processes oceuring betweea the 
presentation of a problem and the advancement of a final solution, an area 
often ignored in traditional investigations. Rtmoldl'. technique invol,., 
the study and analysis of both the order end questions asked by subject' ,. 
attempting to solve problems. The sequence of ~tions asked is calli. a 
tactic. Several methods have 'been developed to compare the approximati .. of 
subject's tactics to certain logically defined ideal sequencea. Theae ...... . 
were employed to define diffeeences between group and individual prohl .... 1-
ving. In addition, a pooling of abilities model (Lorge and BolGBon, 191.) 
was also investigated as a possible explanation for group superiority i. tar.. 
of final solutions. The Rimoldl techQ.ique permitted the examination of .. por .. 
tion of the model which had previously not been experimentally tested. 
A total of two hundred male underwraduate introductory psychol.., 
students at Loyola University were utilised as subjects. Ten seven man, 
five man, and three man groups respectively, were teated, along with fift, 
individuals. The subjects were administered four probl ... - 3lA, T'lephoDa, 
42, and SO (in that order) - under neutral motivational conditions. Tactlea 
wer. seared according to four methods measuring their approximation to 1daal 
aequences. 
In terms of correct solutions, the group. proved superior to 'bi 
., 
individuals on all the problems. Logieally evaluated in t.rma of t~tic., the 
groupe again were significantly superior to the individuals on all probl .... 
It was sugg •• ted that, for .ore diffieult problema, groups were better abl. 
to restrueture their tactics than individuall. 
No aignificant differences were noted among the varl... .1... grOQpa 
on corr.ct answers or tactics. In coaparing the individuals with the various 
alzed groupI, 1t was noted that the performance of individual. C .... iderlag 
both final solutions and tactics) at no time equalled or .xc ..... the perfor-
manc. of the various siz.d groups, although not all the differenee. ~tained 
were significant. In generat, positive linear relationships d14 .... alway_ 
exi.t between group a1ze and performance. 
The data for the groups (correct solutions) were found to f1t both 
the single stage and .ulti-stage Lorge-Solomon models for the fl~.t three 
probl.... The last problem (50) did not flt aa, of the versions of tke .adel. 
Li.itations of the Lorge-Soloaon model in terma of N and 41fflcu1t, 1 ... 1 of 
the probl .. were polnted out. 
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Problem llA 
Instructions and Corresponding Questions and Answers. 
At Spenc'r High School the annual fall danee is about to ~ held. A 
dance committee has been selected to make the necessary arrangements. loth 
boy. and girls are on the committee. A part of the committee is to tate eare 
of the refreahaants for the evening and another part will look after the 8ale 
of the tickets for the dance. The list of the girls on the dance coaaLttee In-
volved in the sale of tickets has been lost. From the other lnforaatLoa avail-
able. which you will find in the questions, your object will be to discover the 
number of girls involved in the sale of tickets. 
Questions 
1. Is Spencer High School the only coedu-
cational .knool in the city? 
2. How many boys attend Spencer Hlgh? 
3. How MUY boys are on the dance com-
m.ittee? 
4. Are there more girls than boy. at. this 
school? 
5. How Mny students Oil the danee committee 
are assigned to supplying the refresh. 
meQ ments? 
6. What i8 the total number of students on 
the fall dance comaittee? 
1. Row much time would the cQllllllittee as a 
whole spend in preparation for the dance? 
8. How much time would the avex'ate conunittee 
member contribute? 
9. How many boys on the committee are involved 
in the sale of tickets? 
10. How ".Y girls are on the refreshment part 
of the Ganee committee? 
-sz-
.Answers 
1- No 
2. 240 boys attea4 Spencer 
High 
3. 10 (teo) 
4. Yes 
S. 14 
6. ,25 
1. 27S hours 
8. 11 hours 
9. 6 boys 
10. 10 girls 
Problem 3LA 
Ideal Sequences 
1) 6, 5 .. 9 
2) 6, 3, 10 
, 10 
o 1 .3~3 
R. 
D 
B 2 .166 .16' 
It 
3 .166 .166 
Answer - , 
Telephone Problem 
Inatructions and Corresponuing Questions aAd Answers 
At a textile factory in a small town the telephone system connecting 
the various factory offices is rather prtmitive. However, comaunieatioaa be-
tween offices is greatly aided by the netwoek, since the offices are consider-
ably aeparated. 
Basically the factory has a north wing compriaiUl offices A, ., and 
C, and a south ~ing in which are offlced D, S, P, G, and H. At the time the 
phonea were installed only .iven were available and conaequently office 0 is 
without one. Because of the way in which the phones have been wired certain 
UlIlitations are these: J,) There is aot a aiagle phOM frQ81 wh1ch aU tbe 
other offices with phones may be cal I,d, 2) Tbe fact that one office can call 
another does not necessarily mean that the 1a8t office can call the first. 
With this present confu8ioa in the telephOM network a worker in office I 
would like to contact 801180ne in Office H. What 1a the _at efficient way in 
which this can be accomplished? 
Questions Answers 
1. Is there a I1ne froa any office in 1. Ho 
the north wing to H? 
2. Which office can 188ue outgoing calla 2. Office I 
to the great •• t number of other offieea? 
3. What offiee. can office C call? l. Officell I> and 8 
4. Can office A call office H? 4, No 
,. Prom which offices in the 80uth wing 5. Only froa office I> 
can office H receive calls? 
6. What offices 1n the north wing can 6. Only office a 
call office. in the 80uth wing? 
1. Can every office in t.he north tiling eall 1. No 
every office 1n the south wing? 
8. Can office I.call office A? a. Ye. 
9. What offieeslin the north wing can eall 9. Only office • 
office C? 
10. Can office C ea11 office Bt 10. • 11. What offices can offiee H.call? 11. None 
12. Can every office in the south wing call 12. No 
e?ery office in the north wing? 
13. What offices can office B call? U. Office. A, B, a, I>, p 
14. Can office B call office H? 14. No 1'. Can any office in the south wing eall 1'. Ye., oaly Office B 
any office in the north wing? 
Ide" Seguence 
1) 14, 1, 5, 6, 9. 
2) 14, 1, 5, 3, 9 
o 1 
It. 
D 2 
B 
R. 3 
4 
1 
.20 
An.swer • a-C-D-14 
3 
.10 
Itt d$ a 
Telephone Problem 
, , 9 14 
.20 
.20 
.10 
.20 
-- ~5 --
,. 
Problem 42 
Instructions and Gorrespondin; Questions and Ans~ .. ers 
This figure is coapoaed of 24 areas. The nUlllbers in the AbU ue 
merely for the purpose of identifying a ,articular area add have no le«r1aa Oft 
the solutions of 'the problem wh.atsoever. 
One of the araea ha$ been selected. Your task is to di8eove~ the 
selected are~. You may discover this area by using any of the questioaa ,oe 
like to arrive at the answer. 
Proceed by reading over all tbe questions. Decide upon !the first 
q ... tLonayou would like to have answered and write it. Dumber on the page pro-
vided_ Thea, read the ana vel' on the back of the card. After hav!", read 'be 
answer, decide upon the next question you would like to have answered, write 
dO'Wft its number and read the answer. When you are saU.sU.ad that you have 
arrived at th~ answer .. stop aijklng qu~.t1ons and write down your answer. 'e. 
member, you may ask as many questions a8 you need to find the correct area, 
but do not ask more questions than :o~ need. 
Questions Answers 
1. Is it above th.e unbroken aurve line? 1- No 
2. Does it have 2 curved lines a. borders? 2. No 
3_ Is it to the right of the vertical 3. Yes 
curve line? 
4. noes it have 2 continuous straight 4. No 
lines and 2 broken lines as borders? 
5. Does it have 2 broken straight lines 5. No 
borders? ' 
6. Does it have any combination of 2 6. No 
broken and 2 curved sides? 
7. It it below the dotted curve line? 7. No 
a. Doea it have 3 continuous straight 8. No 
line. and 1 broken strailht line as 
borders? 
9. Does it have a broken curved line as 9. No 
a border? 
10. Does it have at l ... t I continuous 10. No 
stra1gbt line and 2 continuous lines 
as borders? 
Problem 42 
1 2 
5 6 
9 10 
---;,1---
I 
.' , 
13 t 14 
I 
l 
---------
17 18 
l 
21' 1 22 
I 
3 ' 4 
7 8 
11 12 
15 t 16 
1 
I 
-----....------
19 20 
23 24 
Problem 42 
Ideal Be,uenee 
3, 1, 5, 8 
1 8 
1 -0_" 
-
--
,,2' 
o 
R 2' .25 
D 
E 
R 3 .2' 
4 .25 
Auwer • 23 
Problem SO 
lnatr.atlons and Corr •• poDdiag OUestione and Answers 
Assume that X, A, D, P, aa4 I, represent properties aaong P objects. 
Not-X, uot-A, and so on, represent lack of the.e properties. Out of P.objeatl 
some of them are X 's, and aOlle not-X',. The n.ot-X t I are forae4 by aot-A' 8 and 
not.D·,. A not.A can not be a not-D an4 vice versa. 
Some of tbe not-X'. atao are not-p· I, and ... others are not-i·,.. 
A not ... P ean act be a not-S and vice versa. 
How IIUlny not-D' 8 ue alao ut-S'.' 
Q'uestiou Auwers 
1. Are ture not..,x'1 tut are A' I and D'.1 1. No 
2. How .. n, Mt-A'S are "'s1 2. leo 
3. Are tbere aore not-D's thaD not A'. aaoa, 3. t., 
the 1"" 
4. Row .any not-A'I are not.x'11 4. 14 
5. What is the total nuaber of not-X· ,7 i. 40 
cs. Haw many not-X's are .Ot~Pf8? 6. 24 
7. What La the value of 1 times the not-.l' ,? 1. 440 
8. What 1s the value of 11 8 .. 11 
9. Row many not-D's th&t are not-:lCfs are also ,~ 20 
not·pt s? 
10. Itow .. 111 not-A f e that are not .. X·s are also 10. 10 
not-S's? 
r 
1) S, 6, 10 
2) 5, 4, 9 
o 1 
It 
D 2 
E 
it, J 
Aaewer 11& 6 
4 
.1" 
.~JJ 
. ',,,¥;X AU . 4$ 
Problem 50 
9 10 
.1" 
• ld6 • If • 
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